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SBDIPY and BIDIPY chromophores†
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Boron-based dipyrrin chromophores (BODIPY) have found widespread application over the last twenty

years in fields as diverse as medicine and materials. Thus, several efforts have been placed to exchange

boron with other elements, with the aim of developing materials with complementary luminescent

properties. However, despite these attempts, the incorporation of other main-group elements in dipyrrin

scaffolds remains still rare. We have successfully synthesized and characterized novel chromophores

based on antimony and bismuth, SBDIPY and BIDIPY. Solution stabilities have been investigated by VT-

UV/vis spectroscopy and the fluorescence emission studied and supported by computational analysis.

We were also able to isolate the first direct analogue of BODIPY containing fluoride handles, disclosing

preliminary luminescent features.
The luminescent properties of light main-group elements have
been long investigated with great advances in the development
of materials with optoelectronic properties.1 In particular, the
strong rigidity imposed by the boron atom provides crucial
features for the design of potent luminescent materials,
limiting the decay thorough non-radiative pathways.2 Among
those, BODIPY chromophores have become ubiquitous in
several elds besides chemistry.3 The reason for their success
can be attributed to the stability and the simple synthetic routes
to access them, which allow for a ne tuning of the luminescent
properties, reaching a range of absorbance wavelengths
exceeding 100 nanometers (Fig. 1A).4 BODIPY chromophores
have thus found a large number of applications as labelling
reagents,5 photocatalysts,6 chemosensors,7 materials and many
others.8

While the combination of dipyrrins and boron was key to the
broad success of BODIPY, the corresponding analogues con-
taining other main-group elements are comparably underex-
plored.9 A rare example of a monomeric, heteroleptic
dipyrromethene complex was obtained using dimethyl thallium
chloride (Fig. 1B).10 Attempts with other elements in the group
led to poly-substituted dipyrromethene adducts showcasing the
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challenges in isolating direct BODIPY analogues.11 A modica-
tion in the a position gave access to the N2O2-dipyrrin scaffolds
which allowed for the isolation of several single-ligated main-
group chromophores, such as aluminium and silicon ones.12

Despite continuous efforts, the rst examples of a heavy main-
group element analogue of BODIPY, containing chloride func-
tionalities, were only reported three years ago by Smith and co-
workers.13 They synthesized and characterized GADIPY (based
on Ga) and provided preliminary data on the cationic PHODIPY
Fig. 1 Context of the work. (A) BODIPY chromophores (B) previous
heavier BODIPY analogues. (C) Synthesis and characterisation of
SBDIPY and BIDIPY.
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(based on P(III)). Although the synthesis of the group XIII
analogue proceeded smoothly, accessing the corresponding
group XV derivative was synthetically more demanding.
Presumably this can be partially attributed to the cationic
nature of this species promoting deleterious side reactions, and
the more contorted geometry caused by the extra lone pair.
Preliminary photophysical investigations showed an unusual
hypsochromic shi in the PHODIPY absorption (labs = 468 nm)
compared to that of previously reported P(V) dipyrromethene
systems14 and BODIPY uorophores (labs = 500 nm), where the
rst p / p* transition is ligand centred. We thus wondered
whether this effect would be even more prominent with heavier
pnictogens. It is indeed well-known that the incorporation of
a heavy atom in a chromophore scaffold can have a dramatic
effect on the luminescent and optoelectronic properties.15,16

Unfortunately, this study is hampered by the lack of synthetic
protocols to isolate Sb and Bi analogues.17

Here, we report the synthesis and characterisation of the rst
examples of SBDIPY and BIDIPY and a thorough study on the
stability and on the luminescent properties. Tuning of the
halogen handles has provided access to the rst direct analogue
of BODIPY containing uoro substituents (Fig. 1C).

We began our investigation using the archetypal dipyrrin
lithium complex for our synthesis.18 Upon addition of it to a pre-
cooled solution of SbCl3 in THF, the formation of a crystalline
solid was observed, giving SBDIPY-1-Cl in excellent yield (Fig. 2).
The identity of this compound was conrmed by single-crystal
X-ray analysis (Fig. 3) and 1H, 13C NMR spectroscopy. A modi-
cation of this protocol led to the isolation of further two meso-
substituted analogues SBDIPY-2-Cl and SBDIPY-3-Cl in 80%
and 67% yields, respectively.

In contrast to BODIPY, the presence of the lone pair on the
pnictogen atom imposes a completely different coordination
environment with the Sb atom adopting a distorted pseudo-
trigonal bipyramidal geometry. The immediate consequence
of the longer N–Sb bonds is the formation of an irregular six-
membered ring when compared to that of BODIPY (for
SBDIPY N(1)–Sb–N(2) = 88.2°(1), for BODIPY N(1)–B–N(2) =

107.1°).19 Both boron and antimony lie in a near planar
conformation with the ligand; however, in the latter case the
halogen atoms are placed in an apical position with only a small
distortion away from 180° (Fig. 3A). The geometry and structural
parameters, including the Sb–Cl and Sb–N bond lengths and
angles, across all the SBDIPY complexes differ only slightly,
indicating very little effect upon modication of the meso
position in the solid-state.20

We next focused on investigating the luminescent properties
of these complexes in solution using absorption and emission
spectroscopies. The absorption spectrum of SBDIPY-1-Cl
Fig. 2 Isolated SBDIPY complexes.
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displayed a band (labs = 501 nm, CH2Cl2) with shape and values
comparable to the one of BODIPY, with a small hypsochromi-
cally shied shoulder (ca. 470 nm), usually identied as
a vibronic transition.21 However, upon evaluating other
solvents, a new blue-shied band became more pronounced,
suggesting a potentially different phenomenon. VT-UV/vis was
used to elucidate the origin of this effect (see ESI†). Interest-
ingly, measuring the kinetics at T = 40 °C, we observed a more
rapid decrease over time of the band at labs = 501 nm with the
concomitant formation of a new band at labs= 468 nm (Fig. 3B),
near the vibronic shoulder of SBDIPY-1-Cl, creating ambiguity
in the assignment of the principal transition.13

Our results suggest that the raising band could be associated
with the formation of a decomposition product, with spectral
properties similar to the dipyrrin ligand. We were able to crys-
tallize the species responsible for the band and identied it as
the hydrochloride salt of the dipyrrin scaffold 1 which features
no appreciable uorescence emission.22 The low temperature
UV/vis analysis revealed SBDIPY-1-Cl to be more stable at 5 °C
(see ESI,† spectroscopic studies section), thus we collected
uorescence emission spectra at this temperature which dis-
played a similar shape to the one of BODIPY and a maximum of
emission at lem = 516 nm with a Stokes shi of 580 cm−1. At
this temperature we were also able to calculate the molar
absorption coefficient (3 = 75 460 M−1 cm−1) and the photo-
luminescence quantum yield (f = 0.03), which resulted to be in
line with previously synthesised BODIPY analogues.12

We then wondered whether the addition of the substituent
in meso position would inuence the stability of the complex.
However, as observed for the solid-state, UV/vis analysis
conrmed very little inuence of the meso substituent on the
stability of these compounds. The initial absorbance at labs =
501 nm for SBDIPY-2-Cl and SBDIPY-3-Cl decreased with the
concurrent formation of a second band over time at labs =

486 nm and labs = 480 nm, hinting to a similar decomposition
event into the corresponding dipyrrin byproducts. The intensity
of the uorescence emission of SBDIPY-2-Cl is considerably
lower than that of SBDIPY-1-Cl, due to the nonradiative decay of
the excited state attributed to the freely rotating phenyl ring,
a phenomenon already observed with BODIPY.23 In contrast, the
addition of methyl groups in the ortho positions of the phenyl
Fig. 3 (A) Single crystal X-ray structure of SBDIPY-1-Cl, displacement
ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability level; hydrogen atoms are
omitted for clarity. (B) UV/vis absorbance spectra over time at 40 °C
(marked in blue the starting measurement and in red the final one).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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group led to a comparable emission intensity to that of SBDIPY-
1-Cl but with a slightly larger Stokes shi (840 cm−1). This
contrasts with what was previously observed for PHODIPY,
where the absorbance band was found at much lower wave-
lengths than of BODIPY and featuring a comparably larger
Stokes shi.13

Intrigued by this discrepancy, we computed the rst elec-
tronic transition of the different substituted dipyrrin deriva-
tives at the SCS-CIS(D)/def2-TZVPP//r2SCAN-3c level (Fig. 4).24

As expected from our experimental evidence, the predicted
main transition is qualitatively and quantitatively similar to
the p / p* of the uorinated BODIPY, both in nature and
energy (see computational analysis section, ESI†). Despite the
introduction of the heavy atom, we found the central atom
and the halogens to have only a minimal inuence on the
character of the transition, as can be seen by modifying the
BF2 group with SbF2 (SBDIPY-1-F), SbCl2 (SBDIPY-1-Cl) or
BiCl2 (BIDIPY-1-Cl). Our calculations, which take into
consideration also solvent effects, are in agreement with the
one previously reported,13 where no signicant differences
were found between BODIPY, GADIPY and PHODIPY in their
computed transition. Based on this evidence, we believed that
the replacement of boron with a heavier analogue does not
lead to a signicant change in the Stokes shi but can
potentially result in unexpected decomposition events.

Due to the potential formation of dimers or higher order
oligomers via halogen bridging, we evaluated experimentally the
effect of tuning the halide handles. Using SbBr3 as the metal
precursor, we were able to isolate the corresponding SBDIPY-1-Br
in 91% yield. Single-crystal X-ray analysis showed a geometry
comparable to SBDIPY-1-Cl, however, the Sb was observed to bend
considerably out of plane due to the elongated Sb–halogen bonds
(Fig. 5A, see ESI† for further details). The VT-UV/vis analysis
showed enhanced stability with a longer half-life (140 min vs.
600 min, see ESI†) compared to that of SBDIPY-1-Cl.

To determine whether the opposite effect would occur with
a smaller halogen, we set to synthesize the yet unknown uo-
rinated analogue of BODIPY. To the best of our knowledge, no
Fig. 4 Computed first electronic transition of different dipyrrin
derivatives at the CPCM-SCS-CIS(D)/def2-TZVPP//r2SCAN-3c level.
The Natural Transition Orbitals involved in themainp/p* excitations
are displayed together with the predicted energies and oscillator
strengths.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
uorinated version of BODIPY with other main-group elements is
known in the literature. Upon mixing a solution of the lithium
salt of the simple dipyrrin at −35 °C with a solution of SbF3 in
THF led to formation of a crystalline material in 94% yield. The
solid-state structure revealed the SBDIPY-1-F to adopt
a completely different geometry to that of SBDIPY-1-Cl with the
antimony arranged in a distorted pseudo-octahedral fashion
(Fig. 5B). Bridging uorides formed a dimeric structure and
accounted for the octahedral geometry. We observed strikingly
different Sb–N bonds (Sb(1)–N(1) = 2.098 (1) Å, Sb(1)–N(2) =
2.249 (1) Å) potentially due to a stronger trans-inuence of the
uoride. Furthermore, the Sb atom is more bent out of plane
than that of SBDIPY-1-Cl (see ESI,† for further details).

To further elucidate whether the distorted geometry
observed in the solid-state structure was only a consequence of
crystal packing, we computed SBDIPY-1-Cl and SBDIPY-1-F at
the r2SCAN-3c level both in the gas and solvent model. In
SBDIPY-1-Cl the difference in Gibbs free energy between the
linear and the distorted geometry is 10 kcal mol−1 favouring the
linear. Instead for SBDIPY-1-F it becomes only 3 kcal mol−1,
indicating that the difference in the X-ray structure could not
only arise from crystal packing but also from an increased trans-
inuence (the DOI to the gshare repository of the computed
structures can be found in the ESI†).

As predicted, the stability of SBDIPY-1-F in solution was very
limited with only one band present at labs = 468 nm (17 mM),
which is most likely the decomposition product. Upon
increasing the concentration (84 mM) and measuring at −10 °C,
we were able to observe an absorbance band at labs = 496 nm
which resulted in a uorescence emission at lem = 522 nm. At
the current stage, we cannot condently discern whether the
uorescence band is caused by an aggregation-induced
phenomenon and, thus, by the dimer/oligomer or due to the
increased stability of the complex at higher concentrations. In
order to further investigate the aggregation state in solution, we
have performed a VT 19F-NMR analysis where we observed
a splitting of the uorine resonance which supports a dimer or
a higher aggregate state (Fig. 36, ESI†). However, the computed
structure of dimeric SBDIPY-1-F in toluene (CPCM)
9.1 kcal mol−1 less stable than two separated optimised
monomers, indicating a preferred monomeric form. Thus, we
hypothesise that the aggregation of these compounds is highly
dependent on the concertation and on the temperature.
Fig. 5 (A) Single crystal X-ray of complex SBDIPY-1-Br; (B) SBDIPY-1-
F. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability level; hydrogen
atoms are omitted for clarity.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6579–6584 | 6581



Fig. 6 Characterisation of the differently substituted halo SBDIPY. (A)
Comparison of absorption and emission profile of SBDIPY-1-Cl (black)
and SBDIPY-1+-Cl (red); (B) single crystal X-ray of complex SBDIPY-
1+-Cl; displacement ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability level;
hydrogens atoms are omitted for clarity.
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The preliminary structural and spectroscopic data gathered,
set the ground for discovering novel pnictogen-based direct
analogues of BODIPY, a completely unknown eld. As last
functionalisation of the halogen handles, we wondered whether
we could exchange them with a weakly-coordinating counterion
such as NaBArF24. Upon mixing a solution of SBDIPY-1-Cl and
the salt in CH2Cl2, we observed a net colour change from orange
to bright purple (Fig. 6A). The reaction was completed in 1 hour,
leading to SBDIPY-1+-Cl in 86% yield, as conrmed by single-
crystal X-ray analysis (Fig. 6B). Crystals were grown from
a saturated CH2Cl2/benzenemixture, with a strong coordination
of the aromatic solvent to stabilize the cationic charge. The
distance from the centroid is 3.212(1) Å with the shortest Sb–C
distance of 3.250(4) and the longest of 3.702(5) Å, hinting
a potential asymmetric coordination best described as h3. The
cationic complex features a bathochromic shi in solution
compared to the SBDIPYs and a smaller Stokes shi (labs =

513 nm, 188 cm−1).
Once we had successfully synthesised and characterised the

SBDIPY complexes, we were curious to see the effect of
changing the Sb atom with the heaviest stable pnictogen,
bismuth. We envisaged that the strong electrophilicity, and the
relativistic effect,25 may lead to materials with completely
different properties both in solution- and in solid-state.
Unfortunately, the previously developed synthetic procedure
did not lead to any Bi incorporation. However, using sodium as
a counterion led to a smoother transmetallation reaction.
Addition of BiCl3 to a solution of the sodium dipyrrinato salt
Fig. 7 Isolated BIDIPY chromophores (dotted lines show halogen
interactions in the solid-state).
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gave immediate formation of a red crystalline material in 94%
yield (Fig. 7). This protocol was then successfully applied to the
Ph and Mes-substituted scaffolds, giving complexes BIDIPY-2-
Cl and -3-Cl in 70% and 80% yield, respectively.

Single-crystal X-ray analysis conrmed the product to be
the rst example of BIDIPY (Fig. 8A). The structure featured
an even more irregular six-membered ring when compared to
that of BODIPY (for BIDIPY N(1)–Bi–N(2) = 81.5(1)°, for
BODIPY N(1)–B–N(2) = 107.1°) with the Bi bent substantially
out of the plane due to the bigger size of the pnictogen. In
contrast to what was observed with SBDIPY-1-Cl, BIDIPY-1-Cl
is a dimer with two bridging chlorides connecting two
bismuth centers.

The distance of the non-bridging chloride is considerably
shorter (Bi(1)–Cl(2) = 2.580(1) Å) compared to that of the two
bridging and non-equivalent (2.826(1) and 3.046(1) Å). The
bismuth atom is arranged in a distorted pseudo-prismatic
geometry with one molecule of THF occupying one of the
apical positions. Compared to the SBDIPYs, the introduction of
an aryl-substituent in meso position had an important effect on
the agglomeration of the solid-state structure.

BIDIPY-2-Cl featured a T-shaped Bi atom similar to SBDIPY-
1-Cl, however when considering the short contact with the
neighbouring chloride atoms, this can be best described as
a tetramer ascribed to the Td point group (Fig. 8B). BIDIPY-3-Cl
presented a similar arrangement as BIDIPY-1-Cl, but with all the
chlorides bridging to the next bismuth in a polymeric
arrangement (see ESI†). Due to a packing effect, all the isolated
bismuth complexes feature low solubility even in tetrahydro-
furan. The increased electrophilic character of the pnictogen is
reected in the higher coordination numbers found in the
solid-state structures.

Overall, all the presented X-ray structures show differences
in geometry when compared to the analogues recently reported
by Liu, Su and co-workers, most likely due to the additional
donation provided by the coordinated solvent (see ESI† for
further details).17

Akin to the antimony complexes, we performed UV/vis and
uorescence analysis of the Bi complexes in solution. The
increased size and the higher electrophilicity led to an even
Fig. 8 Single crystal X-ray of complex BIDIPY-1-Cl (A), and 2-Cl (B).
Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at 50% probability level; hydrogen
atoms are omitted for clarity.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Overview of photophysical properties of SBDIPY and BIDIPY complexes in dichloromethane

Complex Absorption maximum labsmax (nm) Emission maximum lemmax (nm)
Stokes shi
(cm−1) Quantum yield

SBDIPY-1-Cl 501 516 580 0.025
SBDIPY-1-Br 504 518 536 0.004
SBDIPY-1-F 496 522 1004 n.a.
SBDIPY-1-Cl 501 520 729 n.a.
SBDIPY-3-Cl 501 523 840 0.011
SBDIPY-1+-Cl 513 518 188 n.a.
BIDIPY-1-Cl 505 n.a. n.a. n.a.
BIDIPY-2-Cl 506 n.a. n.a. n.a.
BIDIPY-3-Cl 506 535 1071 n.a.

Edge Article Chemical Science
higher instability in dilute solutions. Even at lower tempera-
tures, we observed signicant amounts of decomposition for all
the BIDIPY complexes by UV/vis spectroscopy. All the bismuth
complexes featured a slight bathochromic shi (labs = 504 nm,
labs = 507 nm, labs = 506 nm). The uorescence emission is
signicantly less intense than that of SBDIPY with an extreme
case in BIDIPY-1-Cl where it seems completely switched-off.
However, at this stage we cannot rule out whether that is
related to the heavy atom effect or to any quenching effect of the
more pronounced decomposition product. All the absorbance
and emission bands for SBDIPY-1 and BIDIPY-1 complexes are
summarized in Table 1. The absorbance and the emission
values present a hypsochromic shi compared to those recently
reported by Liu, Su and co-workers most likely due to the
change in the ligand scaffold.17

To conclude, we have disclosed the synthesis of yet unknown
heavier group XV analogues of BODIPY, unlocking the path to
SBDIPY and BIDIPY. The compounds displayed similar lumi-
nescence properties, however with notably lower stability,
especially for bismuth, potentially due to the increased size and
weaker Pn–N bonds.

Preliminary modications showed a possible increase of
stability by tuning the halogen handles and allowed for the
isolation of the rst direct analogue of pnictogen-based
BODIPY. Further investigations will be carried out to fully
explore the luminescence features of SBDIPY-1-F and the
discovered compounds to guide the design of more stable
chromophores.
Data availability

All the experimental procedures, the spectroscopic data, the
computational studies, and detailed crystallographic informa-
tion can be found in the ESI.† Deposition numbers 2241590 (for
SBDIPY-1-Cl), 2241588 (SBDIPY-2-Cl), 2241584 (for SBDIPY-3-
Cl), 2241583 (for SBDIPY-1-Br), 2241582 (for SBDIPY-1-F),
2241589 (for SBDIPY-1-Cl+), 2241585 (BIDIPY-1-Cl), 2241586 (for
BIDIPY-2-Cl), 2241587 (BIDIPY-3-Cl) contain the supplementary
crystallographic data for this paper. These data are provided
free of charge by the joint Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre and Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe Access Struc-
tures service.
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